Press Release

LABLAW’S FRANCESCO ROTONDI IS ONE OF THE TOP 50
LEADERS IN THE ITALIAN LEGAL MARKET | LEGALCOMMUNITY
MILAN - November 15, 2019 | LABLAW Founding Partner Francesco Rotondi has been recognised in
LegalCommunity’s 2019 report on the Top 50 Leaders in the Italian Legal Market. The report focuses
on the new power lawyers advising corporate and financial companies in Italy who have the capacity
to lead their firms towards the future. Francesco is in fact ranked in the 25th place in the list.
In their words: Starting this year Francesco Rotondi is the Managing
Partner of LABLAW, a specialised Italian employment and labour law
boutique which he founded in 2006 together with Luca Failla.
He is leading a radical new change to LABLAW’s governance by opening
equity in the firm to 12 partners.
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In addition, he has pursued the policy of territorial expansion of the firm
that could soon see the opening of a new office in Bologna bringing the
total number of LABLAW offices in Italy to 8.
IN THE RING: The Americans refer to it as being a self made man, someone
who has made it on their own and who is not afraid of fatigue and hard
work. It is not a coincidence that he loves sport. He is passionate about
soccer and supports the amateur AS Barona team in Milan and practices
boxing together with other martial arts.

You can read more about this report in the November 11th edition of LegalCommunity’s MAG
magazine here.

LABLAW is an award winning Italian Employment and Labour Law boutique
with the largest presence in Italy through its offices in Milan, Rome, Genoa,
Naples, Padua, Pescara, and Bari.
LABLAW, founded in 2006, anchors its strength on its team of 80 professionals who are all exclusively
specialized in employment law and industrial relations. LABLAW knows that employment and labour law
issues do not just happen from 9 am – 5 pm Monday through Friday, and so in order to ensure a continual
personalized service, LABLAW is available to assist clients 24 hours a day - 7 days a week – 365 days a year.
LABLAW is proud to be a founding member and the Italian representative
of L&E GLOBAL – an internationally recognised and award winning alliance
of premier labour and employment law boutiques with 30+ members and
1500+ professionals located around the global.
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